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1. Summary  

 

This report asks the Committee to decide on how the Assembly’s scrutiny of the Mayor’s new 

functions in relation to civil contingency arrangements in London will be carried out. 

 

 

2. Recommendations  
 

2.1 That the Committee agrees to allocate responsibility for the scrutiny of the Mayor’s new 

civil contingency functions to the Business Management and Administration Committee 

(BMAC) or the Health and Public Services Committee; and 

 

2.2 Subject to the decision above, the following term of reference be added to either BMAC 

or the Health and Public Services Committee’s Terms of Reference: 

 

To scrutinise issues relating to civil contingency arrangements in London. 

 

 

3. Background   
 

3.1 Following the transfer of the London Resilience Team’s primary roles, the GLA now exercises the 

following functions: 

 

 Provide the Chair and secretariat to the London Regional Resilience Forum (LRRF). 

 Provide the secretariat arrangements that support the LRRF, including the London Resilience 

Programme Board, Sector Panels, and Task and Finish Groups.  

 Review and develop further capabilities and regional plans across the London Resilience 

Partnership to deal with the consequences of a wide range of incidents including the Olympic 

and Paralympic Games in 2012.   



        

 Impart expertise in multi-agency resilience planning and maintain London plans and 

protocols. 

 Produce the London Regional Risk Assessment. 

 Conduct reviews of preparedness such as lessons identified by the National Capabilities 

Survey, which forms a critical part of the Government’s programme to make the UK more 

resilient. 

 Promote the work of the London Resilience Partnership and provide advice and support to 

Category 1 Responders. 

 Provide advice and guidance to Londoners, business and faith communities via the London 

Prepared website. 

 Co-ordinate and participate in pan-London and national, multi-agency training and 

exercising. 

 Provide the Chair and secretariat to the Regional Co-ordinating Group (RegCG). 

 Participate in the tripartite discussions to decide with the MPS and raising agency what level 

of co-ordination is required during an emergency. 

 Provide a watching-brief of ‘rising-tide’ incidents and conduit for sharing horizon-scanning 

information across the London Resilience Partnership. 

 Provide advice and assistance should the Gold Co-ordinating Group convene and decide to 

implement regional plans. 

 Ensure the response is smooth and effective during an emergency and capturing the lessons 

learned into regional plans and protocols. 

 Implement the outcomes of Civil Contingencies Act Enhancement Programme (CCA-EP) to 

ensure effective implementation and integrate into regional plans and protocols.   

 

3.2 The Government is also proposing, via secondary legislation, to name the GLA as a Category 1 

Responder, within the Civil Contingencies Act 2004, and the Mayor will discharge, on behalf of the 

GLA, the duties and the functions that the Authority will have upon becoming a Category 1 

Responder, namely: 

 

 Assess the risk of emergencies occurring and use this to inform contingency planning;  

 Put in place emergency plans;  

 Put in place Business Continuity Management arrangements;  

 Put in place arrangements to make information available to the public about civil protection 

matters and maintain arrangements to warn, inform and advise the public in the event of an 

emergency;  

 Share information with other local responders to enhance co-ordination;  

 Co-operate with other local responders to enhance co-ordination and efficiency; and  

 Provide advice and assistance to businesses and voluntary organisations about business 

continuity management (Local Authorities only).  

 

 
4. Issues for Consideration  
 

4.1 Unlike most of the new powers proposed for the GLA, the transfer of the civil contingency functions 

to the GLA does not require primary legislation and came into effect from 1 December 2010.  

 

4.2 For the three years up until May 2008 the Assembly maintained an overview of resilience 

arrangements in London through the appointment of a rapporteur who reported to the assembly via 



        

the Business Management and Administration Committee (BMAC). The Annual Meeting of the 

Assembly in May 2008 did not appoint a rapporteur for resilience issues and whilst no committee 

was given specific responsibility in this area the Health and Public Services did include resilience 

arrangements as part of its report and recommendations on emergency services arrangements 

around the Olympics.  BMAC’s current terms of reference enable it to deal with any matter not 

falling within the approved subject area and terms of reference of any other committee 

 

4.3 Given that from 1 December 2010 the Mayor assumed formal responsibility in these areas, the 

Committee is recommended to decide to which committee to allocate responsibility for these issues. 

 

 

5. Legal Implications 
 

5.1 Section 59 of the GLA Act 1999 as amended provides: The Assembly shall keep under review the 

exercise by the Mayor of the statutory functions exercisable by him.  Section 54 provides that The 

Assembly may arrange for any of the functions exercisable by it to be discharged on its behalf by a 

committee. 

 

5.2 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 
 
6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no financial implications arising from this report. 
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